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2/129 Gordon Avenue, Hamilton South, NSW 2303

Bedrooms: 3 Bathrooms: 2 Parkings: 2 Type: Townhouse

Joe Olsen

0431543445
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Contact agent

Welcome to a masterpiece of distinctive style and quality in the coveted Hamilton South locale. This brand-new build

boasts impeccable design, offering a seamless blend of luxury and comfort. Designer elements harmoniously accentuate

the interiors, making this home truly unique and effortlessly low maintenance. Key Features:- Premium Designer

Touches: Crafted with top-tier materials, this residence radiates sophistication. A stunning entertainer's kitchen features

Miele appliances, a 2460mm island waterfall bench, and a practical butler's pantry.- Indoor-Outdoor Harmony: Multiple

elegant living areas effortlessly connect to the grassy yard and north-facing courtyard. Sliding glass pocket doors invite

alfresco dining or tranquil relaxation.- Upstairs Retreat: Discover an additional living area and a charming study nook

under beautifully raked ceilings. Three well-appointed bedrooms are complemented by two luxe bathrooms, including a

master ensuite.- Versatile Layout: The versatile floorplan adapts to your needs, providing a variety of functional

possibilities for each space.- Generous Double Garage: Extra high and extra deep, the secure double garage easily

accommodates larger vehicles.- Prime Connectivity: Enjoy a superb lifestyle with easy access to the city, beaches, schools,

and shopping. Ideal location for a balanced urban living experience.- Enhanced Comfort: Specially tinted and glazed

windows not only provide aesthetics but also significantly reduce noise and heat loss. This immaculately presented

3-bedroom home embodies elegance, practicality, and quality. From the master bedroom with its walk-in wardrobe and

ensuite with a double vanity to the specially designed windows, every detail exudes excellence. With too many features to

enumerate, this property undoubtedly brings the 'wow' factor to modern living. Nestled in sought-after Hamilton South,

this home offers unrivalled convenience. Just moments from the city, beaches, schools, and shopping, it provides the

perfect balance between urban vibrancy and tranquil living. Embrace the best of both worlds in this desirable locale.

Disclaimer: We have obtained all information in this document from sources we believe to be reliable; however, we

cannot guarantee its accuracy. Prospective purchasers are advised to carry out their own investigations.


